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4Wract: A space X is said to be completely Hausdorfjf if C(X), the set of bounded continu- 
ous real valued functions defined on .Y, is point separating. A completely Hausdorff space .X is 
called an SW space if every point sepalrating subalgebra of C(x) which contains the constants is 
uniformly dense in C(x). 
The purpose of this paper is to show that there exists aim SW space whose plroduct with itself 
is not an SW saace. Since a topologictl space is SW if and only if it is comyktely IlLausdorflf-close 
this result will solve Problem 4 of a rccelpt survey of P-closed spaces by, Berri ert al. [ 21. We will 
also arlit;ver aquestion of Scarborough and Stone [S] by showing that their property R(i) is not 
productive. - 
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By an opt:!yk filter base cm a topologicd!. space X we will mearn anon- 
empty family 8 of nonempty upen subsets of X such that. the intersection 
of aay two members af 8 contains a member of 8. ,Aii ope:n filter lbase 
is called * cmqdetely regular if for each B ‘E B there: exist V E 8 and 
f E C(,i., uch that f va;Gshes on IV and equalis 1 on XV?; re,gz& if each 
member of 8 contains the closure of some mp&er of 8 ; cur Uryso.)rn 
provider d ?:hat for every point x E XI B E 8) , *there exist 
a neighborrhlocrd V of x with iir n B = 
U(i) (resp. lR(i), CR(i)) pro!rided tha 
ctimlpletely regular) filter base 
anasche:wski [ 9 ] has 
. 
. e.pe xisks a 66-J pletely Hau sdorff co 
space X WC& ithal the produci space X X X is rich: 
. (a) Construction of erasaka has prove 
there exists 3 subspace G of which hrF:s the following properties: 
; every infinite subset of pM has a imit pomt in G. and ,ther ’ 
closed subset D of the product s ace GX G such that 13 C 
B be the space whose points are those oft and whose topology 
is the collection of all sets of the form lp/? w ( 
K are open subsets of Let I= (l,:?) have the discrete topology, 
P Xl have the produc pology, and X’ = G>t (1) u ,SX (2) have the 
topology it inherits from P. Let R be the equivalence relation on X’ de- 
fined by the rule (v, i)lR( w,, j) if (i) 1’ = and i = js or (ii) Y = w E G 
denote the quotient space %‘/I3 by X. ‘e will continue t 
bols (v, i) for the points of X; thus (v, 1) = (v,2) for v E G’ 
(bj XXX is not pseudocorAlpact. The rule f((v, w)) = ((v,l), (w,l)) ob- 
viously defines a homeomorphism of G:1( G onto the closed set 
[D’l Is an infinite closed subset of XXX. Since 
> ) :f(D j is also an open discrete subset of XXX. 
(c) X is countably corn act. If Y is an infinite subset of X, then for 
y E /Pdl(y,i) C: Y} has a limit point g E G. The point (g,l) is 
.ausdorff space. Consider any points (v, i) :a,Id 
ce X, (v, i) # (w, j). If v 4 IV and w et N, then 
V’ of N such that V == CIPN V’ contains v btU t 
E V} is an open-and-closed set containing (v, i) 
but not (w, j.). Likewise, if, say, v E A ere is also an open-and-closed 
set containing (v, i 
(e) X is a U(i) s et W be an open filter base on X. We need to 
n for some i E I, there exists an ultnafilter on such that each mem- 
ossibilities: (i) p E 
1 o Given a completely acsdorff space 2, let us denot- by wZ 
the completely reguPar space which has the same points and f&e same con- 
tmuous real valued functions as &se of Z. Since a completely Hausdorff 
space 2 i!: SW it and on!y if WZ is compact [ 11, we hiave the followjing: 
There exists a space .A? folr which wX is compact Hausdorff but for 
which w(X X X) # wX X vv_K 
emark 2. For k-spaces or weakly absolutely closed spaces, the properr.y 
SW is finitely productive [ 61, and for a number of differerli kinds of 
spaces (e.g., first countable regular spacesj, the property Et@) is kwrown 
to be productive [ 5;4]. 
emark 3. The first auth.or to construct a non-U(i) product of two U(i) 
spaces was Herrlich; see 141. It follows from [6, Theorem 91 that lhis 
example is an SW space. 
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